
M1A2 Shot timer

Shot timer is professional devices which used to record shooters’ shooting results, can measure the time. it takes you to make individual shots or a
string of shots. Even though these devices are more often used in competitions, you can use them with good results to improve your shooting skills.
M1A2 Shot timer was independently developed by indesign. It is the latest shot timer in the world which different from the former shot timers, mainly
reflected in the following points.

1.Three in one function Shot timer.

It can be used for both real firearms and airsoft guns as well as

stop watches.

For real firearms



For airsoft For stop watch

The M1A2 shot timer was used in all 30 stages of the IPSC Action Air World Shooting Championship 2018. It accurately recorded the results of the competition for more than 600 players from 18 countries and regions.

The M1A2 shot timer will also be used in all 20 stage of 2018 TPSA LEVEL III ACTION AIR CHAMPIONSHIP, which will once again accurately record the results of the competition for players from various countries and regions. Registration

entrance

https://www.2018championship.tw/
https://www.2018championship.tw/


2.Multifarious Testing

Waterproof Freezing test

Dropping test



3. Wireless connection with LED Board

and stop plate within 50 meters to

Achieve data synchronization update.

4.Easy to operating

Indicator light guide. Shortcut key

There are two buttons on the top of the M1A2 shot timer, which are equipped with red and green lights. Which button lightened where to press.



Graphical guide

* means be selected, “→”means press into the next settings or back. “√”means do, “×” means undo.

5.Work status display

In the working state, the red indicator light will flashing and the S on the screen will flashing too until the stop button is pressed, S will become to P and stop flashing. and the

flashing red light will also go out. The green indicator light will illuminate.

The screen light will automatically light up for easy viewing of the data,when received each hit.

6.Stylish and practical design

palm size, light and compact, digital characters, high resolution, quite clear. Widescreen can display more data.

Silicone button, beautiful, flexible, good touch.



7.multilingual

Can customize the language you want ( bilingual)

Website

Company website：www.design-pie.com/en/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ShenZhen-Indesign-Technology-Ltd-847461845449639/?modal=admin_todo_tour

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdCMndZLVWfPAewFLUaA24g

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/betty-deng-40aba3147/detail/recent-activity/posts/

Contact us

Betty Deng

Email: bettydeng@design-pie.com

Wechat:bettydeng89

Skype: dengqiong66@sina.com

http://www.design-pie.com/en
https://www.facebook.com/ShenZhen-Indesign-Technology-Ltd-847461845449639/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdCMndZLVWfPAewFLUaA24g
https://www.linkedin.com/in/betty-deng-40aba3147/detail/recent-activity/posts/
http://mailto:bettydeng@design-pie.com/
http://mailto:dengqiong66@sina.com/
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